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INTRODUCTION

The general goal of external beam radiation therapy is to deliver a prescribed dose to
diseased tissue, while minimizing the dose to adjacent healthy tissues. A relatively new
technique for achieving this goal is intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). In this
technique, a megavoltage x-ray beam is rotated around a patient, and the intensity and
shape of the beam is modulated as a function of source position and patient anatomy.
This technology of conforming the source to the location and shape of a target can
deliver a dose that is highly conformal to tumor. However, determining the beam
directions and intensities to conform the dose involves the formidable task of optimizing
a radiation source in terms of its seven independent variables of position, direction,
energy, and time.1'2i3i4'Si6

In IMRT, the shape and intensity of the source is modulated by a beam collimator that
consists of opposing pairs of interlaced tungsten leaves. Each leaf can open and close
quickly to permit or block the passage of radiation. This action divides the beam into
many smaller rays, called "pencil beams" or "beamlets." The pattern of leaf movement
determines what beamlets are used, and hence the overall shape of the beam. The
length of time that a leaf is open determines the intensity of a beamlet.

The relationship between beamlet intensity and patient dose can be expressed as:

DijwJ (1)

where dfel describes the total dose delivered to a given volume element (voxel /) of the

patient, andD,y describes the dose delivered to voxel / by beamlet j per unit fluence.

The fluence, or intensity, of a beamlet is given by its weight wJt relative to other

beamlets, and the total number of beamlets is nb. If the influence matrix, Dv, is a
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known quantity, and if the left-hand side of equation (1) is replaced with dfre, the
prescribed dose for each voxel, then the beamlet weights necessary for delivering the
prescribed dose may be computed by inverting equation (1). However, solving this
inverse problem requires an optimization technique because of the hundreds of
degrees-of-freedom in the source phase space and because the Wj must respect a

number of physical and biological constraints. For example, physically, no beamlet may
have negative weight, and biologically, some patient voxels may have an upper limit on
absorbed dose so that tissue function is not destroyed.7'8'9'10'11'1 l13

The DSj influence matrix is the key element that enables this approach. In this regard,

sensitivity theory lends itself in a natural way to the process of computing beam weights
for treatment planning. The solution of the adjoint form of the Boltzmann equation is an
adjoint function that describes the importance of particles throughout the system in
contributing to the detector response. In this case, adjoint methods can provide the
sensitivity of the dose at a single point in the patient with respect to all points in the
source field.14'15'16 The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of using the
adjoint method and Monte Carlo transport for radiation therapy treatment planning.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

I. Adjoint Transport Equation

The importance of particles throughout a system in contributing to a detector's response
is given by the adjoint function for that detector, and is described by the adjoint transport
equation. |18'19 For the steady state case with a non-multiplying medium, this
expression is:

- V • to y/+ (r, Q, E) + Z, (r, E)y/+{r, Q, E)
+(r,E,Q). (2)

The independent variables in this equation are the six phase space coordinates
(?,Cl,E) that correspond to the position, direction of propagation, and the energy of
adjoint particles. The unknown dependent variable y/+(r,Cl,E) is the angular flux of
adjoint particles, and describes the spatial, angular, and energy dependence of the
detector response function within the medium. The adjoint source, S+(f,E,Q.), has a
spatial and energy distribution given by the response function of the detector. In adjoint
transport, the adjoint particles are viewed as traveling "backwards" from the detector to
the source location, gaining energy and scattering backwards as they do so. For this
investigation, the detector response function was taken to be the scalar flux-to-dose-
rate conversion function CF(r,E), (rem/hr)/(y/cm2-sec). With this adjoint source, the
units for adjoint flux are (re/n//zr)/(y/cm3 • sec) .20>21
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II. Adjoint Dose Calculations

Solutions to the adjoint transport equation can be used to calculate the source that will
give a desired detector response. For radiation therapy, a volume element within the
patient is a detector, and the dose prescribed for each voxel is the desired response. If
an adjoint source is defined as a volumetric source at the detector location having the
same spatial and energy distribution as the response function, D(r,E), then the adjoint
flux is a representation of the response function at any point in space, f'.

The dose D delivered to a given voxel by a pencil beamlet may be expressed as:

D= f f f y/+(r',&,E) SoS(r-r') S(£l-&) d&'drdE. (3)

This expression states that the dose within a given voxel may be computed by taking
the inner product of the source distribution and the adjoint flux emanating from the voxel
of interest. The form of this dose equation is similar to equation (1), where the Dtj

influence matrix is now represented by the adjoint flux, and the beam weights are
represented by the specification of So- Values of the response function were extracted
from American National Standard Neutron and Gamma-Ray Flux-to-Dose-Rate
Factors.22 With a multiplicative factor that cancels the time units for the flux-to-dose
conversion factor, the units for the dose calculation are in rem.

III. Monte Carlo Model for Adjoint Transport

The Monte Carlo code MCNP23 was used to transport
adjoint particles from each patient voxel to 36 possible
treatment beam locations on an external scoring surface.
Nine of these locations are shown in Figure 1, which
illustrates the geometry one would use for forward
transport. In this case, x-ray photons leave the treatment
source and impinge on a block phantom (31 x 31 x 11 cm)
of unit-density water located at the center of a circular
gantry 100 cm in radius. The central slice of this phantom
is divided into a lattice of 1 cm3 voxels, where one would
score dose. Although it is not shown in Figure 1, each
treatment beam is composed of 21 separate pencil beams
which may be independently turned on or off. The width of
each beamlet at 100 cm was 1 cm.

For the adjoint case, the direction of transport is the
opposite. Figure 2 shows particle tracks for adjoint
particles leaving a single patient voxel (not shown) and
crossing 9 of the 36 scoring segments on the external
surface. These scoring segments were 0.61 cm in arc

Figure 1: Forward Geometry

Figure 2: Adjoint Geometry
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length and 1 cm in width. Each segment is centered on a point where a treatment
source is located. As they cross this segment, the particles are binned into 21 direction
bins that correspond with the directions of the 21 pencil beams for each source location.

A separate simulation was run for each adjoint source. The source energy spectrum
was determined by integrating the energy-dependent flux-to-dose-rate factor over
energy bins that matched MCNP's multi-group bin structure.24 The energy response of
the surface crossing tally was matched to the energy spectrum for a megavoltage
therapeutic x-ray source available from a hospital-based linear accelerator.25

The surface crossing tally for each of the 36 arcs was binned first by crossing direction
and then by energy. The energy bin structure was the same as the one used for the
adjoint source. The direction bin structure was designed so that each bin corresponded
to a beamlet from the treatment device. For a given adjoint source in a patient voxel,
this tally was interpreted as the expected contribution to the total voxel dose from an
pencil beam having a corresponding direction and energy at that location.

IV. Source Optimization with Adjoint Flux

There are several approaches for formulating an optimization model to solve for the
weights in equation (1).6'26 A linear programming and nonlinear programming approach
will each be presented in this case. The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS)27

was used to implement and solve the models. GAMS is a high-level modeling system
consisting of a language compiler and a family of integrated high-performance solvers.
The CONOPT solver (constrained optimization) was chosen because the number of
weighting variables was approximately the same as the number of constraints and
because of nonlinear constraints found in the nonlinear programming approach.

A linear programming (LP) model may be expressed in matrix notation as:

min CTx
subject to: Ax >b

1<X<U

where x is the vector of continuous decision variables, CTx is the linear objective
function, Ax >b represents a set of constraints, and I and u are the lower and upper
bounds placed on the variables.

In this instance the objective function was of the form,

subject to: Dv • Wj + S™ > dfre, V(i,;) e TU
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where 8™ represents a penalty for cases where the dose delivered to a voxel is less

than the prescribed dose d?re for tumor tissue (71/). Similarly, <5^and £" rare penalties

for when the dose delivered to a sensitive structure {SS) voxel (e.g. spinal cord) or to a
normal tissue (NT) voxel is greater than the prescribed dose for that tissue type. Oss
and 0NT are normalization weights computed by dividing the number of SS-type (or NT-
type) tissue voxels by the number of TU-type voxels. This weighting scales the
optimization so that tissue types with large relative volumes will not unduly influence the
results. A non-negativity constraint is required for all beam weights w\. The D-,j influence
matrix was determined by the adjoint radiation transport technique.

A nonlinear programming model (NLP) may be expressed concisely6 as:

min f(x)

subject to g(x)<0

I <x<u

where x is a vector of variables that are continuous real numbers, f(x) is the objective
function, and g(x) represents the set of constraints. The vectors I and u represent the
lower and upper bounds for the variables.

The objective function used in the GAMS model for this study was a simple sum over all
voxels of the weighted squared differences between the prescribed dose and the actual
dose delivered to a voxel:

m i n 0T

In this case, d?re is a matrix describing the prescribed dose for at each voxel, and the

OTU, &ss, and $NT are normalization weights that account for the relative volumes of the
various tissue types. Each of these weights was further scaled, however, by a scalar
factor to improve the results of the optimization. Increasing the penalty weight for tumor
tissue, for example, influences the optimization so that the dose distribution across
tumor voxels tends to be more uniform. Based on the work performed by Shepard,28

these weights were taken as 15, 5, and 1, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Adjoint Flux

One adjoint Monte Carlo calculation was performed for each patient voxel. The adjoint
flux at each possible source location was tallied and binned by 21 beamlet directions,
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thereby establishing the relationship between each beamlet and all voxels, and
conversely, between each voxel and all beamlets. The first treatment source position
was located at 3:00 o'clock. The remaining 35 were located every 10 degrees along the
gantry in a counter-clockwise direction.

Figures 3a and 3b show the adjoint flux from each patient voxel at the scoring segment
positioned at 3:00 o'clock, with directions corresponding to the central pencil beam for a
source at that position. Figure 3a, on the left, is the result of tallying particles over a
scoring segment that had 17.45 cm of arc length. A broad number of patient voxels are
able to score flux along this arc. In Figure 3b, the scoring segment had an arc length of
only 0.61 cm. In this case, only those voxels directly in the line of sight for any given
beamlet are able contribute to the tally. This specificity will be essential for enabling

adjoint flux for beamlet 11 sijointfluxforbearrdet 11

Figures 3a and 3b: Adjoint flux contribution from each patient voxel to a single pencil beam.
The x-y plane represents the 31 x 31 voxels of the central slice of the phantom. Each voxel holds
one adjoint source. Voxels far from the tally location contribute less adjoint flux than near voxels.
The surface on the left is the result of integrating the surface crossing tally over a gantry arc length
of 17.45 cm, as compared to 0.61 cm on the right. The narrow width of the surface on the right
indicates that only specific adjoint sources are able to contribute to a tally's angular crossing bins
if the tally is integrated over only a narrow arc length.

dose distributions to conform to well-defined shapes. Note that the magnitude of flux
from an adjoint source varies inversely with the distance between the scoring segment
and the patient voxel where the adjoint source is located. This result is analogous to
the exponential attenuation of photon flux from a forward source.
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Figure 3c further illustrates the
specificity enabled by confining the
tally scoring surface to a narrow arc
length. This figure shows the adjoint
flux from each patient voxel at the
same tally location as in Figures 3a
and 3b. In addition to the central
direction bin, the bins for the left-most
and right-most directions are plotted to
show the "field of influence" comprised
by all 21 beamlets at this position.
The width of this collective field is
roughly equivalent to the width of the
field of influence for just the single
beamlet shown in Figure 3a, where
adjoint particles were tallied over a
segment 17.45 cm in arc length.

II. Optimization

Adjoint Flux for middle and end direction bins

Figure 3c: "Field of influence" for the adjoint tally at the
same position as in Figures 3a and 3b. The peaks on the left
and right denote the left- and right-most bins of the tally.

The first step in optimizing the beam weights was to specify what voxels in the phantom
belonged to tumor, sensitive structure, and normal tissue. Two tissue geometries were
investigated. First, a square-shaped ring was specified in the center of the phantom,
with a sensitive structure located in the middle. (Figure 4a). The second was a C-
shaped tumor with a sensitive structure within its cavity. (Figure 4b).

These representations are akin to having a tumor wrapped around a spinal cord. In
such cases, it is desirable to deliver a total dose of -70 Gy to the tumor. The spinal
cord, however, can tolerate no more than 40 to 45 Gy.29 In this case, normal tissue
tolerance may also be specified at about 50 Gy. The prescribed dose of 70 Gy is
generally delivered in daily fractions of 2.5 Gy, which implies a treatment period of 28
days. Assuming a dose limit of 40 Gy for the sensitive structure, and 50 Gy for normal
tissue, the daily dose limits for these structures are 1.4 Gy and 1.8 Gy, respectively.
These dose limits were used to define the constraints for the linear programming model.
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A. Ring-shaped Geometry

The LP and NLP results for the ring-shaped geometry are presented below. Three
types of figures are shown. The first is the dose distribution resulting from the beam
weights calculated by the optimizer. Note that the units for the dose distribution are in
absolute units of Gy. Next, the relative beam weights are displayed according to source
position and beamlet direction. The source position index runs from 1 to 36 to account
for the 36 possible treatment source locations around the gantry. The beamlet index
corresponds to the 21 different pencil beam directions available at each source position.

The third result is the dose-volume-histogram (DVH). The DVH reports the fraction of
each tissue type that is raised to each dose level, and is one way to evaluate a
treatment plan. In general, superior treatment plans are characterized as having a
tumor DVH that is completely flat at 100% but then drops to zero as a step function
exactly at the prescribed tumor dose. Superior plans also have sensitive structure and
normal tissue DVHs that do not exceed the tolerance dose and show only small
volumes raised to large doses. In the DVHs shown below, the tumor DVH is shown as
a solid line, the sensitive structure as a dotted line, and normal tissue as a dashed line.

In terms of the DVH, the solution provided by the LP model has some advantages over
the NLP model for the ring-shaped target. The LP model raises 100% of the tumor to
the prescribed dose of 2.5 Gy, while the NLP plan is just shy of providing complete
coverage. More importantly, the NLP plan raises a much larger volume of the sensitive
structure to the tolerance dose of 1.4 Gy than does the LP plan, and the NLP plan
raises about 10% of the normal tissue volume past the tolerance dose of 1.8 Gy. The
LP plan has no such over dosage. However, the LP plan creates a significant "hot spot"
within the tumor by raising about 40% of tumor tissue above the prescribed dose.
Hence, the DVH indicates that in choosing between the two plans, one would have to
weigh the clinical consequences of tumor hot spots with the clinical implications that
come with the different sparing characteristics of the two plans.

A visual examination of the dose distributions indicates that the NLP case appears to be
more uniform and more smoothly varying than the LP case. One reason for this
difference is that the squared differences in the NLP objective function penalizes large
deviations from the prescription to a greater degree than the LP model. This difference
is also the reason why a larger volume of the sensitive structure is raised to the
tolerance dose. The dose distribution for the NLP case also reveals a small number of
"streaks" of high dose within the normal tissue. Such streaks may create clinical
complications if too much dose is concentrated within a narrow band of tissue. Further
work must be done to characterize the optimizer so as to understand why these traits
are evident.

It is interesting to note that the LP solution includes dramatically fewer beamlets than
the NLP plan, and that the weights of these beamlets appear to be larger in magnitude
than the NLP weights. Once again, further work needs to be done to understand why
this result should be evident.



Finally, it should be noted that the LP plan was able to find an optimal solution
according to the CONOPT2 criteria. The NLP plan, meanwhile, managed to find a
feasible solution but stalled in its process of steadily marching toward a locally optimal
solution. This result is evidence that further work must be done to better scale the data
and the construction of the model. For this reason, it may be premature to conclude
that an NLP approach cannot be fully successful for this problem.
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B. C-shaped Geometry

For the C-shaped target, it can be seen from the DVH that both the LP and NLP
approaches deliver adequate coverage of the prescribed dose to the tumor. However,
the NLP solution raises nearly the entire volume of the SS tissue to the tolerance dose,
and it slightly overdoses NT tissue. The LP model does not overdose NT tissue and
raises only a small volume of SS tissue to doses near the tolerance dose. Further, from
the dose distribution plot, it is apparent that both plans deliver "streaks" of raised dose
within the NT tissue. For these reasons, the LP model appears to provide a superior
solution. However, more works needs to be done to better formulate the models so that
improved results can be achieved in each case.

As with the ring-shaped target, it is apparent that the LP solution uses beamlets that are
fewer in number, but greater in strength. It is interesting to note, however, that both
models consistently avoid the use of beamlets that are aimed directly at the center of
the geometry (beamlets 10, 11 and 12). This result is consistent with the fact that the
sensitive structure was defined as being at the center of the geometry and should
indeed be avoided. Finally, it is worth noting that once again, the LP plan was able to
find an optimal solution according to the solver's criteria, while the NLP plan found a
feasible solution but stalled in its process of finding a local optimum. Further work must
be done to formulate a more robust model.

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation demonstrated that for a simple geometric model, adjoint Monte Carlo
methods can be used as the basis for inverse radiation therapy treatment planning. By
using flux-to-dose conversion factors as adjoint sources, it is possible to develop an
influence matrix that provides the sensitivity of the dose at a single point in the patient to
all points in the treatment source field. Hence, solutions to the adjoint transport
equation can be used to calculate the source distribution that will deliver a desired dose
distribution within a patient.

A variety of optimization models can be constructed to compute this source given the
sensitivity field, or influence matrix. The results from linear and nonlinear programming
models differ in terms of beam weights, dose distribution, and whether or not the model
is able to converge to an optimal solution. These differences are sensitive to the
geometry of the model and are likely to affect clinical outcomes.
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